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Taking it from the team
Assessments of bias and credibility in team-operated sports media

By Michael Mirer, Megan A. Duncan and Michael W. Wagner

Abstract
Team- and league-operated media play a growing role in the sports media system. Few have looked at how audiences perceive the credibility of in-house content, which regularly mimics traditional sports journalism. An experimental analysis finds that even among fans, independent media content is rated more credible than that produced in-house. Fans view stories accusing their team of wrongdoing as biased even as they find them credible.
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After months of frenzied news coverage, accusations of wrongdoing and punishments, a federal judge overturned an National Football League (NFL)–imposed four-game suspension for New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady on
September 3, 2015, seemingly ending the legal proceedings in the scandal that came to be known as “Deflategate.” One story’s “lede” highlighted Brady’s victory, noting, “Tom Brady beat the NFL in the ‘Deflategate’ and the judge nullified the league’s 4-game suspension of Brady.” Another story took a different angle, couching the judge’s decision within the context of the seriousness of the charges against the Patriots star, writing, “A federal judge erased New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady’s four-game suspension Thursday for the Deflategate controversy that the NFL claimed threatened football’s integrity.”

The first story was 200 words. It quoted only from the judge’s decision and stressed that “No. 12 will be under center for New England.” The second story eclipsed 700 words. It highlighted the judge’s decision, but also noted how Brady was accused of a conspiracy to use under-inflated footballs in a playoff game, that the NFL was appealing the decision, and that the Patriots received other punishments for under-inflating footballs.

While both stories were accurate and written in traditional news formats, the second story was written by a journalist for ESPN.com, the leading sports news website in the world. The first story appeared on Patriots.com, the official site of the New England Patriots. It was written by a team employee, albeit one that the website claimed operated “independently” from the team that signed his paychecks.1 Similar to professional “brand content journalism” publications of companies GE, Microsoft, Tesla and Intel, these providers produce content forms that mirror traditional journalistic forms even though they are not independent, self-publishing their content and distributing it to consumers.2

Digital media enabled a proliferation of new outlets for news and opinion content, challenging legacy news media’s considerable advantage over information control.3 In sports media, a range of new voices have found significant platforms alongside legacy news media outlets. Digital tools gave teams and leagues the ability to start their own news divisions, which compete with traditional outlets.4 As they have become content producers, sports teams have borrowed the genre conventions—if not the ethical norms—of journalism in hopes of being accepted as credible news sources instead of being treated as public relations.5

Teams and leagues borrow heavily from journalism, hiring former sports reporters to produce this content. Their hires stress journalistic identity, producing material that looks similar to what is found at independent outlets. Some, such as Patriots.com or mlb.com, even carry disclaimers noting that the reporters are not being edited by team personnel. Information published on these sites targets a highly partisan audience, fans. The assertion of independence by these outlets speaks to a common understanding that fans expect something more than the team’s voice if they are to view a website as credible and worth their time.

This study examines whether audiences trust team media reporting differently than traditional news media reporting. The study uses a $2 \times 3$ experiment to examine how sports partisans process news. The authors do so by manipulating the publisher of the news (traditional news, hometown team website, rival team website) and the role of the story (accusing a rival team of wrongdoing, being accused by the rival). This study also advances theory by revealing a novel interaction between news source and news content.
Literature Review

The relationship between sports and mass media extends back more than two centuries. The news produced often served a promotional function for sporting institutions and media entities; sports events encouraged consumption of media, which made sporting events more popular. Leagues and teams worked to attract media coverage they could not provide. Even when teams and leagues did develop their own media production arms, they often relied on media partners for mass distribution.

The Emergence of Branded Sports News Websites

Since teams began using their websites as news portals around 2000, two models have emerged: one team-based and one more centralized and independent. The Cincinnati Bengals pioneered the team-based model by hiring Geoff Hobson, the Bengals reporter for the city’s newspaper, in 2000 into a role he still occupies. Within the NFL, National Basketball League (NBA), National Hockey League (NHL) and major college athletics, writers work directly for the team or university. The amount of autonomy varies. In 2016, the vast majority of professional teams listed online content producers in their media guides.

The year after the Bengals hired Hobson, Major League Baseball (MLB) Advanced Media, the company that operates the websites for each of MLB’s 30 teams, started hiring beat writers to produce news for team websites. Those writers work for MLB’s subsidiary, but their work appears on team websites alongside links where fans can buy tickets and merchandise.

The reasons for hiring content producers vary across organizations. Some hired writers in response to diminishing newspaper coverage. Team sites have created sponsored content, allowing them to deepen ties with sponsors. Entities also use in-house media to shape the sports media agenda and influence the ways stories are covered.

Writers who have gone to team sites still view themselves as engaged in journalism, even if they no longer are fully independent. The work they produce often mimics traditional sports journalism, whose conventions are deployed to communicate credibility. At the same time, sports reporters have never had the same expectations of objectivity as news reporters: 

If a Chicago newspaper provided a visiting basketball team coverage as sympathetic as it provides the hometown Chicago Bulls, this would be understood as treachery, as if The Times of London had treated press releases from Hitler’s Germany with the same deference as those from 10 Downing Street.

Audience Perceptions of Credibility

Journalistic behavior is only one side of the credibility question, one with a long history in journalism studies. This study focuses on audience perception of credibility, where scholars focus on individuals’ perceptions of media organizations, the motivations of reporters and the perceptual lenses audiences use when evaluating news content. As news transitions from print to online presentation, readers remain consistent in how they evaluate news credibility. Branded content has blurred the line between
independently produced news and commercial media.\textsuperscript{21} Readers notice the difference and rate independent media as more credible.\textsuperscript{22} Although writers claim independence, because team websites bear the name and other cues that designate the content as sponsored by a team, news audiences should be more likely to rate stories published by teams as less credible than stories by independent media.

\textbf{H1:} 

Stories published by an independent news source will be rated more credible than the news stories published by team-owned news sources.

\textbf{Fandom as Identity} 

Social identity theory predicts that group affiliation is the primary lens through which individuals filter new information and situations.\textsuperscript{23} Once entrenched, identity becomes a powerful heuristic. Partisans use their group identification to make judgments when faced with controversies.\textsuperscript{24} Team identification affects processing of sports news.\textsuperscript{25} Identification with teams has been conceptualized as occurring along a continuum, with high-identification fans feeling greater attachment to their teams.\textsuperscript{26} Fan identity is stable, and fans harshly view disloyalty among those who claim to support the team.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{Identity and Hostile Media Effect} 

This partisan nature of sports fandom fits squarely within the context of the hostile media effect, a phenomenon described as inclination of partisan observers to view news media content as biased against their side.\textsuperscript{28} Turner found that this effect is often based solely on the source of the information, even when the content is held constant.\textsuperscript{29} Arpan and Raney found evidence of the hostile media effect among sports audiences, although the degree of hostility varied based on the source.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{Content and Source Effects} 

Some studies have manipulated the content of the news story or the publication to measure effects.\textsuperscript{31} Others have targeted groups who were expected to be partisans on an issue.\textsuperscript{32} While these experiments advanced scholars’ understanding of how partisans process information based on its publication or its content, it leaves unanswered what happens when the two collide.

Studies that manipulated the publication have used name brands with a reputation for bias and kept the content constant have found that partisans rated the stories published in a counter-attitudinal space as more biased than pro-attitudinal publications.\textsuperscript{33} Because these manipulations included clips from authentic news programming, they conflate the publication’s reputation for bias with actual content bias.

The authors addressed these limitations here by isolating the publication brand from the content to ensure that a simple name change does indeed affect perception of bias and further to test the perception of bias from both fans and rivals. The prediction is that manipulating the source will affect bias perception.
H2:

Fans of a team will rate news stories published by the team they favor as less biased than those who view the team as their rival.

Recent research created two versions of stimulus content to examine interactions between the participant’s beliefs and the content of the news story. Reid manipulated the political party of a source criticizing a political movie, finding that readers found less bias when the attack came from within their own party.34 This study takes advantage of a population divided by fan allegiance to a particular NFL team to allow for random assignment to a content condition. Thus, the authors test the perceptions of bias between a local team and its rival’s website while also measuring the effect of the pro-attitudinal and counter-attitudinal message attributes. The prediction is that fans will rate a story as more biased when their preferred team is criticized than when their team criticizes a rival. Conversely, people who see a team as their rival should rate a story as more biased when the rival attacks another team than when the rival team is attacked by another team.

H3a:

Fans of a team will rate a story as more biased when the team is accused of wrongdoing than when it is doing the accusing.

H3b:

Fans who see a team as their rival will rate a story when that team is accusing another of wrongdoing as more biased than when the team is accused of wrongdoing.

Because studies have found evidence of the hostile media effect in the cases of counter-attitudinal publications and in the cases where the content of the study manipulates the ideology of the attacker, this study investigates the strength of the effect of publisher—whether a story is covered by “team media” or traditional news media—compared with the content and checks for an interaction.

RQ1:

Which activates reception: the team’s role as accuser or accused or the source of the news?

Method

To investigate how the publisher of a sports article affects the evaluations of bias and credibility of that story, the authors use an experimental design that manipulated source cues in a fabricated news story about an investigation into a rules violation. Two versions of the story were used to test for how the role a team played in the story resulted in different hostile media effects. A group of 308 students at a large Midwestern university completed this experiment embedded in an online survey.
Participants were recruited by email from university courses to participate in the experiment. First, participants answered questions about their interest in different sports. Participants chose from a list of all NFL teams the team they were most a fan of and the team they considered their biggest rival. Just over half of the participants (51 percent) reported they were fans of the Green Bay Packers, while another 22 percent said the Packers were their team’s biggest rival. After answering these pretest questions, participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions in this 3 (Packers media platform, Minnesota Vikings’s media platform, traditional media) by 2 (team accused/accuser) design. After reading a news story that acted as the stimulus material, participants answered questions about their perceptions of credibility and bias.

Two versions of a sports news story were placed on digital images to make it appear as if the story was published from either USA Today, packers.com or vikings.com (a rival of the Packers). To minimize the design differences between the two team websites, the same peripheral cues (advertisements, announcements) were used in both templates. The USA Today story had no peripheral cues, reflecting the actual website design.

The 275-word news story given to participants describes an accusation by one team that a rival team has violated NFL anti-tampering policy by expressing desire to acquire a particular player while that player was under contract to the first team. The NFL usually punishes teams for this with fines or by taking away draft picks. The events described in the story are loosely based on real-life violations—though none concerned the teams chosen for this experiment. In the first version of the fabricated text, the Packers accused the Vikings of tampering. In the second version, the roles of the teams are reversed. While the names of the players and general managers were changed to reflect the real names of the respective teams, the remainder of the text was the same in both versions. Care was taken to give equal space to each team, following traditional journalistic standards of objectivity and credibility.

**Variables**

To measure perceptions of news credibility, participants were asked to indicate how well the story met their expectations, 1 (low) to 5 (high), along seven dimensions: trustworthiness, credibility, believability, truthfulness, fairness, accuracy and objectivity.36 The answers to those questions were averaged to create a credibility index score ($M = 2.78, SD = 0.39$). The Cronbach’s alpha for the index (.853) indicates high internal reliability.

**Packers bias, Vikings bias and net team bias**

During the posttest, participants were asked how biased they thought the news story they read was biased regarding the Packers. The answers ranged from $-2$ (very biased against) to 2 (very biased in favor), where 0 was neutral ($M = 0.11, SD = 0.79$). Participants were asked how biased they thought the news story they read was biased regarding the Vikings. The answers ranged from $-2$ (very biased against) to 2 (very biased in favor), where 0 was neutral ($M = -0.09, SD = 0.4$). The bias toward the Packers and the inverse of bias toward the Vikings were added to create a net team bias score from $-4$ (biased against the Vikings and in favor of the Packers) to 4 (strongly biased in favor of the Vikings and against the Packers) ($M = 0.24, SD = 1.41$). The answers to the two items were negatively correlated, $r(263) = -0.75, p < .001$. 
Manipulation Check

After answering the dependent variable questions, participants were asked the source of the news story they were shown. Seventy-three percent of the respondents answered correctly. The most common incorrect answer was the NFL Network, which likely reflects a misunderstanding of the ownership structure of team websites.

Results

To test H1, which posited stories published by an independent news source would be rated as more credible than the news stories published by team-owned sources, the credibility index was compared across sources in an independent-sample t test. Participants rated the USA Today stories (N = 98) as significantly more credible (M = 2.85, SD = 0.36) than stories published on the team-owned sites (N = 210) (M = 2.72, SD = 0.43), t(217) = 2.93, p = .004.

To test H2, which predicted that fans who see a news story published by the Packers’s website would rate that story as less biased than fans who view the Packers as a rival to their team, an independent-sample t test was used. This test was only among those who were assigned to the Packers website conditions (N = 75). There was no significant difference in the bias rating between those who identified themselves as the Packers’s fans (M = 0.14, SD = 1.44) and those who identified the Packers as their team’s chief rival (M = 0.58, SD = 1.74), t(38.39) = 1.09, p = .282. This finding does not support a difference in bias evaluations between fans and rivals when only the source of the story changes. For those who did not identify themselves as a fan of either team, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) found non-significant effects on source credibility, F(2) = 1.724, p = .185, observed power = .352, or perceptions of bias toward either team, F(2) = 1.282, p = .283, observed power = .271.

Table 1 reports the means of the perceived bias of the news story depending on the team that filed the complaint among those who are fans of the Packers, those who saw the Packers as rivals and those who do not fall into either of those categories. These means were used to test H3a and H3b, which focused on how the fandom of the audience influenced the perceived bias in the news story.

To test H3a, which posited that fans of a team will rate a story as more biased when the team they root for is accused of wrongdoing than when it has been wronged, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed only on data from the group who identified themselves as fans of the Packers (N = 159). This test compared the team role condition with both Packers bias and Vikings bias. Regarding Packers bias, the test revealed a significant difference between those who were assigned to conditions where the Packers accused the Vikings of wrongdoing (M = 0.27, SD = 0.69) and those who were assigned to conditions where the Vikings accused the Packers of wrongdoing (M = −0.24, SD = 0.75), F(1, 157) = 19.90, p < .001.

Supporting H3a, a significant difference was found between those who were assigned to read a story in which the Packers accused the Vikings (M = −0.27, SD = 0.66) and those who read that the Vikings accused the Packers (M = 0.28, SD = 0.68), F(1, 153) = 26.31, p < .001.

H3b posited that fans who see the Packers as their rival will rate a story as more biased when that team is accusing another of wrongdoing than when the Packers are
accused of wrongdoing. For this test, the authors limited the analysis to the group who viewed the Packers as their team’s biggest rival \( (N = 71) \). Regarding bias toward the Packers, the test revealed a significant difference between those who were assigned to conditions where the Packers accused the Vikings of wrongdoing \( (M = 0.49, SD = 0.76) \) and those who were assigned to conditions where the Vikings accused the Packers of wrongdoing \( (M = -0.16, SD = 0.88) \), \( F(1, 69) = 10.93, p = .002 \). Regarding bias toward the Vikings, the test revealed a significant difference between those who were assigned to read a story where the Packers accused the Vikings \( (M = -0.50, SD = 0.60) \) and those who read that the Vikings accused the Packers \( (M = 0.13, SD = 0.76) \), \( F(1, 67) = 14.61, p < .001 \). While there was a significant difference between the bias based on who was being accused of wrongdoing, these results are unexpected because the directionality of the bias toward both teams is the same among the group who sees themselves as rivals to the Packers as those who see themselves as fans of the Packers.

To investigate the research question asking if source or content cues were a better predictor of hostile media effect, a MANOVA was performed. The means listed under perceived bias in Table 2 indicate that participants saw the story in which the Packers filed the complaint as biased in favor of the Packers \( (M = 0.35, SE = 0.058) \) and biased against the Vikings \( (M = -0.31, SE = 0.054) \). Meanwhile, participants who saw the story in which the Vikings filed the complaint viewed it as biased against the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Perceived Bias Regarding the Role of the Team in the Content of the Story Separated by Participant Partisan Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complaint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-partisans</td>
<td>Bias regarding Packers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias regarding Vikings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packers rivals</td>
<td>Bias regarding Packers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias regarding Vikings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packers fans</td>
<td>Bias regarding Packers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias regarding Vikings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vikings filed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Bias was measured from −2 to 2, where 0 was neutral. Negative means indicate perceived bias against the team. These means do not consider the source of the news story.
Packers ($M = -0.12, SE = 0.063$) and in favor of the Vikings ($M = 0.16, SE = 0.059$).
(See the “Total” section at the bottom of the table.)

The statistical results of the MANOVA are listed in Table 3. Results show the test yielded a significant main effect for the role of the team that filed the complaint on bias toward both teams: the Packers $F(1, 295) = 30.20, p < .001$, and the Vikings $F(1, 295) = 33.16, p < .001$. There was no significant main effect of story source on bias toward the Packers, $F(2, 301) = 2.5, p = .084$, or the Vikings, $F(2, 301) = 2.6, p = .075$. However, a significant interaction was found between source and team role on bias regarding the Packers, $F(2, 301) = 3.272, p = 0.039$, and regarding the Vikings $F(2, 301) = 3.46, p = .033$. These results indicate the role of the team in the scenario had a greater effect on perceptions of team bias in the website conditions than in the USA Today source condition.

**Discussion**

The rise of digital media has undeniably challenged the authority of legacy journalism, eroding trust in traditional outlets and enabling a group of amateurs and partisans to exert greater influence. The rise of public relations brand content reflects efforts by more institutional actors to take advantage of these same tools to go around journalists and directly reach audiences. Professional football teams are one particularly well-developed example of this. The concern—to borrow a phrase from a movie about a
different sport—is if sports teams (or politicians or brands) simply build these channels, the audiences will come. We show here that audiences still appear to find value in journalism’s semiotics and ideas such as independence. This is true even when audience members have some allegiance to the source of information. Yet it is likely that credibility judgments will continue to evolve and interpretation of news directly from the team will as well.

When it comes to the credibility of informational content, the source still matters. Subjects, even partisans, viewed news produced by a familiar independent media outlet as more credible than that produced by the team. This suggests audiences still view journalistic independence as a meaningful way of evaluating the merits of a story. Stories produced by in-house outlets still have barriers to clear on gaining audience trust. These findings also suggest that the decision by sporting institutions to borrow heavily from journalism is a smart move in that they are seeking to access journalistic credibility.

However, the strong and persistent main effect of the story context was a surprising result, especially in light of Arpan and Raney, who found such strong results for the publication cue. This finding deserves further investigation to see if these results can be replicated.

The interaction between the source cues and the publication suggest that independent media may temper perceptions of bias. Study participants were randomly assigned to conditions. Consumers of sports news generally choose their sources. Future work should account for effects when individuals choose an in-house site or a traditional source of news.

In this study, the source of the news was USA Today, and the perception of bias between the team role manipulation conditions made the smallest difference. Figure 1 shows that in conditions where the Packers were accused of wrongdoing, the stories were perceived as near neutral when in USA Today. When participants were assigned to the conditions where the story was published to a team site, the perception of bias when the Vikings were accused increased and the perception of bias when the Packers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>MANOVA Testing the Effects of Experimental Manipulations on the Perception of Credibility, Bias Regarding the Packers and Bias Regarding the Vikings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias—Packers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>8.35***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News source</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team role</td>
<td>30.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source $\times$ Role</td>
<td>3.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error, Total</td>
<td>295, 301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MANOVA = multivariate analysis of variance. *$p < .05$; **$p < .01$; ***$p < .001$
were accused became apparent. Figure 1 suggests that source matters in the perception of bias, but that its effect may be masked by a very strong effect of story context.

The findings also have implications for the understanding of how sports fandom and media interact. The authors expected an inverse relationship between how fans of different teams viewed stories, but what was found instead were differences of degrees. If the team is at the center of fan identity, the authors expected that information coming directly from the team would carry greater weight. That was not the case. Strength of fandom may help explain how this process works, especially in environments where strong partisans choose their news source.37

Finally, cues that lead to credibility judgments appear to be different than the cues that lead to bias judgments. While many hostile media studies focus on the predictors of bias as the single outcome variable, credibility scales include bias and/or suggest that the perception of bias leads to credibility judgments.38 It may be that bias measurements are hypersensitive to departures from journalistic norms. Alternatively, perception of bias may be an emotional response, while perception of credibility may be a cognitive process.39

**Conclusion**

In-house content production is not unique to the world of sports media. Politicians, activist groups and businesses operate their own news production services that produce information that is distributed directly to targeted audiences and published on
branded channels. Understanding how audiences view, use and receive this content is crucial if there is to be a comprehensive explanation of media effects in contemporary society.

The research design is not without its limitations. No one source can represent all independent publications. It may be interesting to test the effects of source between specific team websites and the league website (e.g., NFL.com). Regarding external validity, it was anticipated that several participants would be Vikings fans. That was true, but a third team, the Chicago Bears, was more popular, making impossible inferential statistical tests comparing Packers and Vikings fans. Second, the design assigned many Packers fans to read a story published by Vikings.com, something they might not do in the real world. In addition, our measure of fandom did not estimate the degree to which people loved their favorite team. Examining the extremity of fandom may shed additional light on our findings.

The study sample was 70 percent female, whereas women are about 45 percent of the NFL fan base. For at least 10 NFL markets—including the Packers—more than 60 percent of women in those regions identified as sports fans. The NFL attracts more female fans than any other North American team sport and is actively seeking to attract women as fans—both to sell merchandise and to entice them to enroll their sons in the game despite concerns over the health effects of the sport.

However, the credibility scores for men and women only differed by 0.12 in the sample. What is more, the bias score for coverage of the Packers differed by gender at .04 on the bias scale and the bias score for coverage of the Vikings differed by only 0.01.

Our study is potentially limited by the fact that college students made up our participant pool. However, as Druckman and Kam demonstrated, there is nothing inherent in using student samples that reduces the realism of the experiment nor do student samples generally differ from non-student samples when seeking to test most questions of civic and political behavior.

These results contain important lessons for journalists and media theorists. For journalists, the authors show that audiences do not believe branded content acts impartially toward topics in which it has an interest. Audiences appear to see this content more as public relations than journalism. Furthermore, it suggests that an assumption of bias is exaggerated when audiences read branded content stories instead of independent news media. For media scholars, these analyses offer insight into the cues audiences use to process the news by introducing evidence that the context of a story may be a stronger hostile media trigger than the source of the news. With further investigation, comparison of cues that produce hostile media effects may lead to an understanding of the mechanisms that cause it.

Editors’ Note
This article was accepted for publication under the editorship of Sandra H. Utt and Elinor Kelley Grusin.
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